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are produced each day the capacity of the biggest door warehouse in Russia

for aluminum, steel and interior doors

3 door factories 30 years of experience

3100 steel doors 4500 showrooms 20 000 doors

The leading manufacturer of exterior and interior doors 
in Russia

What is Torex. In numbers

in 18 countries

18 countries of presence 

Mongolia, Armenia, Georgia, Belarus, South Korea, USA, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Spain, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan, Germany, Israel, Slovenia
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Why do people trust Torex

QualitySafety Assortment

In 2016 TOREX steel doors have successfully passed the 
European certification in Czech Technical University in 
Prague

Torex is a production of full cycle, which is represented 
by modern robotic and automated equipment from the 
leading European manufacturers.

Torex also has its own testing laboratory, where all the 
doors are thoroughly tested, before they go to the 
customer.

In 2016 and 2018 Torex has also been awarded as «Quality
mark of the 21 Century» by the most authoritative Russian 
door company

All the doors made of various materials  and finishings - 
from Sea Plywood to MDF paintwork. 

Torex offers the widest range of colors and designs - 
more than 15 000 combinations in different styles - from 
techno to modern and neo classic.
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All the best construction, technological and design solutions are collected in STEL model.

In this door you will find:

locking system of a high quality,

insulation of 1 (highest) class

possibility of choice of exterior and interior panel designs

And all this combined with proven factory quality at an attractive price!

Different paintwork and polymer powder coatings from the leading European
manufacturers are used as finishings for STEL model. Its
advantages -  high adhesion and rich pigmentation.

Uniqueness of the finishings for apartment STEL model allows to create individual
unrepeatable design of your entrance group.

Variety of STEL door finishings — is a wide range of possibilities even for the most
creative ideas in accordance with latest trends in entrance doors. STEL door will help
you to create a harmonic style of your appartment that will stay with you for a long time.

STEL - exclusively for Slovenia!
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Metal design : SL-1M
color of metal: graphite moire
insert: stainless steel

Metal design : SL-2M
color of metal: bianco moire
insert: stainless steel

Metal design : SL-4M
color of metal: chocolate moire
insert: stainless steel

Metal design : SL-3M
color of metal: graphite moire
insert: stainless steel

Metal design : SL-5M
color of metal: bianco moire
insert: stainless steel

Base outside metal designs
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Outsite metal designs - collection COLOR

Metal design: SLS-1
color of metal: black moire metallic
decorative overlay color: colore grigio

Metal design: SLS-2
color of metal: black moire metallic
 decorative overlay color: colore grigio

Metal design: SLS-3
color of metal: black moire metallic
decorative overlay color: colore grigio
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Outsite metal designs-  collection STAINLESS+COLOR

Metal design : SLS-1N
color of metal: black moire metallic
color of insert: colore grigio
 decorative overlay color: stainless steel

metal design: SLS-2N
color of metal: black moire metallic
color of insert: colore grigio
 decorative overlay color: stainless steel

metal design: SLS-4N
color of metal: bianco  moire 
 decorative overlay color: stainless steel

metal design: SLS-3N
color of metal: black moire metallic
color of insert: colore grigio
 decorative overlay color: stainless steel

metal design: SLS-5N
color of metal: bianco  moire 
 decorative overlay color: stainless steel
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Base exterior and interior panel design

Metal design: SL-1
PVC color: chocolate walnut veneer

Metal design : SL-2
color PVC:  white

Metal design : SL-3
PVC color: chocolate walnut veneer

Metal design : SL-4
color PVC:  white

Metal design : SL-5
color PVC:  white
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Base exterior and interior panel design

Metal design: SL-6
color PVC: white

Metal design : SL-7
PVC color: chocolate walnut veneer

Metal design : SL-8
color PVC:  white

Metal design : SL-9
PVC color: chocolate dark ash

Metal design : SL-10
color PVC:  white
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Exterior and interior panel design - collection STONE

Panel design: SL-1D
color PVC: dark ash
insert : dark fenix            

Panel design : SL-1L
color PVC: matte milk
insert : light fenix

Panel design : SL-1S
color PVC: matte milk
insert : stone veneer

Panel design : SL-3S
color PVC: dark ash
insert : dark fenix

Panel design : SL-3L
color PVC: matte milk
insert : light fenix
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Metal design: SML-1
color PVC: dark ash
insert: aluminum moldings

Metal design : SML-2
color PVC: milk matte
insert: aluminum moldings

Metal design : SML-3
color PVC: dark concrete
insert: aluminum molding

Metal design : SML-4 
color PVC: light concrete
insert: aluminum moldings

Metal design : SML-5
color PVC: wenge
insert: aluminum moldings

Exterior and interior panel design - collection MOLDINGS
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Metal design: SML-7
color PVC: light concrete
insert: aluminum moldings

Metal design: SML-6
color PVC: dark ash
insert: aluminum moldings

DHL-05

Metal design: SML-8
color PVC: milk matte
insert: aluminum moldings

Metal design: SML-9
color PVC: stained oak
insert: aluminum moldings

Exterior and interior panel design - collection MOLDINGS
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Base PVC colors for MDF panels Decorative inserts

Extra PVC colors for MDF panels

stained oak oak Bunratty Summer

veneer walnut chocolate

dark concrete

light concrete

Metal polymer powder coating colors

wenge

white

оак white matte

colore grigio bianco moireblack moire black moire metallic chocolate moire

milk mattedark ash

stone veneer dark fenix*
*can be used as interior and exterior MDF panels for apartment

light fenix*
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Base metal designs 

Base MDF panel  designs

MDF panel  designs- collection MOLDINGSMetal designs -
collection COLOR

SML-4SML-3SML-2SML-1

SL-2M SL-5M SLS-4NSLS-1N SLS-2N SLS-3N

KB-43L/D KB-44L/DSL-10

SL-3M SL-4MSL-1M

SL-6 SL-8SL-3 SL-7SL-1 SL-4 SL-9SL-5

SML-5 SML-6 SML-7 SML-9SML-8SLS-1 SLS-2 SLS-3

SLS-5N

SL-2
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1. The door leaf has 70 mm thickness and is made of 1,2 mm metal sheet

2. The insulation layer come in foam polystyrene or mineral plate

3. MDF stiffening frame is for better durability

4. Rubber sealant around the perimeter of the door leaf provides high 

tightness (Q-lon rubber is for extra charge)

5. MDF panel of 6 mm (10 mm  - optional) covered by PVC 

Door frame 

6. Door frame from the cold-rolled metal of 1,5 mm with 75 mm thickness.  

Durable construction is the key to functionality and lifetime value.

7. Rubber sealant around the perimeter of the door frame. 

Insurmountable obstacle for the drafts, smells and noises 

Locking system:

8. METTEM LOCK or MOIA LOCK (optional) with the additional locking 

points from  Securemme

9. 4 anti-removable hooks on the hinge side of the door

10. Special tool for adjustment of the door leaf and for proper lock 

operation 

Accessoires:

11. Chrome rosettes APECS PRO M 

12. Two separated handles  APECS H-0204-INOX  

13. Peephole with the wide viewing angle 

Finishing:

14. Metal   finishing -  resistant powder polymer coating 

General information:

15. Two hinges with pillow block bearing for easy opening 

STEL construction

Standard sizes
Hight: 2020, 2050, 2100
Width: 860, 950, 1000
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1. View of the door while installing the 
corner door frame form the outside.
In this case the jambs are seen from the 
outside and hinges are seen from the inside.

1.1. This type of installation allows to open 
the door no more than 85˚.

2.View of the door while installing the 
corner door frame form the inside. 
In this case jambs and hinges are seen from 
the inside.

2.1. This type of installation allows to open 
the door no less than 135˚.

Types of the opening

1

2

1.1

2.1
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Threshold manual
The wet clean should be used for the maintenance of the 
threshold part of the door. Do not allow moisture to accumulate 
on surface and corners of the threshold.

Rubber sealant care
Any dirt from the sealant surface should be regularly removed 
with a damp cloth. If necessary, apply silicone grease on 
whole perimeter of the sealant, using the plastic tube, which 
is included in set. 

Lock care
In order to increase the lifetime of locking system regularly 
lubricate all moving parts of the lock with aerosol grease / 
spindle or machine oil. This must be done immediately after 
installation services and afterwards should be periodically 
lubricated at the times indicated in the owner’s manual.

Powder coating, paintwork and 
PVC finishes care
If necessary, the door surfaces, covered with powder coating, 
paintwork or PVC, should be wiped with a cloth, moistened with 
a normal soap solution that does not contain any aggressive 
components  (such as  solvents, acids) and abrasive materials. 
Afterwards, the door should be wiped with a dry cloth.
 
In order to increase the lifetime and to improve the appearance 
of MDF panels, covered with either paintwork or PVC, TOREX 
also recommends to regularly use furniture polishes while 
cleaning. However, furniture polishes should not be used for 
monotone matt PVC colors, otherwise it leaves irreducible stains 
on the surface.

Usage of hard devices with plastic or metal working surfaces or 
different scrapers in not allowed while cleaning.

In order to increase the lifetime of your front door, 
as well as to ensure its easy exploitation, TOREX 
recommends not to forget the simple rules of 
care.

STEL door care
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